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Abstract Technological research and innovation are pushed forward as fast as never be-
fore in history. To keep the pace up, researchers require effective methods and
tools. Computer aided simulation has proved its applicability in various fields
of research. It became as important as mathematical modeling and experiments.
This also applies to the field of telecommunication research and development.
A multitude of simulators and simulator development tool boxes are available.
Each has its individual strengths and weaknesses. The Wireless Network Simu-
lator (WNS) developed at the Department of Communication Networks (Com-
Nets) at RWTH Aachen University has been created with focus on simulating
mobile radio networks.
This article gives an overview of the WNS. This includes the history of simula-
tor development at ComNets as well as an description of provided radio channel
and mobility models. A brief description of the Layer Development Kit (LDK)
is given. The LDK provides simulator developers with a tool set to rapidly de-
velop and evaluate current and future communication protocols.
WNS is currently made publicly available as the Open Source Wireless Network
Simulator (openWNS).

1. Introduction
As wireless communication systems and protocols get more complex with

every new generation, the task of evaluating them becomes more challenging.
Analytical modeling can help fulfill this task but has its limits. With no proto-
type hardware available in the design phase no measurements for performance
evaluation are possible. Simulation of network protocols and the environment
they operate in can help to fill this gap. Stochastic event-driven simulation
has proved its applicability in this field in many different research projects. In
the field of wireless network protocol simulation random number generators
(RNG) provided by stochastic simulators help to model the influence of net-
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work traffic generation, user mobility, and radio propagation on protocol per-
formance. The event-driven characteristic models the effect of protocol state
transition on event occurrence, like the creation of new user data or change in
position.
The level of detail used to model a communication system is mainly limited by
available computational power. Still, the simulator model needs to be imple-
mented, which can be very time consuming. When modeling network proto-
cols, simplifications are possible to focus on relevant effects, while leaving out
parts with no or negligible influence. Protocols can even be fully implemented
providing a protocol emulation rather than a model. Still, the environment the
protocol operates in needs some simplifications and modeling considerations.
This includes end user or software activity creating network traffic and the
highly complex physics of the wireless channel.
Many software tools for stochastic event-driven simulation exist. Some of
them are limited to a minimum, providing random number generators (RN)
and scheduling of events in simulation time. Others have been specially de-
signed for communication network simulation. They provide functions and
building blocks especially for this task like receivers, transmitters, protocol
data units, finite state machines and network protocol layer design support.
The Wireless Network Simulator (WNS) developed at the Department of Com-
munication Networks (ComNets) of RWTH Aachen University is a stochastic
event-driven simulator specially developed for evaluation of wireless network
protocols. Its purpose is to provide researchers a tool to build and develop
network simulators. Depending on the research topic, modeling detail can be
chosen by flexibly adding or removing complexity and functionality from pro-
vided environment models and protocol stack implementations.
This paper gives an overview of the WNS. Section 2 depicts the develop-
ment history of simulators at ComNets up to the WNS. Section 3 describes
the core functionalities provided by WNS. Sections 4 and 5 present two high-
level frameworks: the WNS physical (PHY) layer, and channel models and
the Layer Development Kit (LDK). Section 6 concludes the paper and gives
an outlook for the future.

2. History
The history of simulator development at ComNets has always been a his-

tory of protocol specification and verification on the one hand and protocol
performance evaluation on the other. The Specification and Description Lan-
guage (SDL) as recommended by the International Telecommunication Union
(ITU) Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) [1] was commonly
used for the formal specification and verification of protocols. To evaluate the
performance of a future protocol with no hardware yet available either analyt-
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ical modeling or computer simulation was used. While SDL originally only
allowed to specify a protocol and verify correct protocol behavior, computer
programming languages allow to develop executable protocol implementation.
C++ has been the commonly used programming language at ComNets [2].
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Figure 1. History of Simulator Development at ComNets.

ComNets Class Library (CNCL)
Figure 1 gives a rough overview of how network simulators evolved at Com-

Nets. Evolving in this context means that existing simulators have been fur-
ther extended and combined. This extension could be done by adding new
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functionality, refactoring existing code, or by reusing and extending ideas and
concept found in an existing simulator to form a new one. Frameworks and
class libraries providing common functionality were developed to simplify
and speed up simulator development. One of the first frameworks provided
for network simulator development was the ComNets Class Library (CNCL)
[3; 4; 5]. CNCL provides the essentials required for stochastic event-driven
simulation. Those include RNG, event scheduling, and statistical evaluation.
RNG and statistical evaluation are based on implementations from Simulation
in C++ (SIC) simulator [6]. CNCL includes a tree-like class hierarchy, Run-
time Type Information (RTTI), Weak-Typing, and general container classes.
Just like SDL, CNCL implements protocols as extended finite state machines
with events causing state transitions. Therefore a tool called SDL2CNCL is in-
cluded allowing to translate formal SDL protocol specifications to executable
CNCL code. The following simulators, reflecting the researched protocols at
ComNets, were created using CNCL:

• Digital Enhanced Cordless Telecommunication (DECT) Simulator (DESI)
[7]

• General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) Simulator (GPRSim) [8; 9]

• Mobile Satellite System Simulator (MoSSS) [10]

• Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) Simulator (GSM-
DATA) [11]

• Terrestrial Trunked Radio (TETRA) Simulator (TETRIS) [12]

• GSM Object Oriented Simulation Environment (GOOSE) [3]

Besides the fact that all simulators were based on CNCL they had some
higher-level functionality in common. As mobile network simulators they
required mobility, radio propagation and channel models. Those were
provided based on existing code from Simulation of Mobile Communication
systems (SIMCO3++) [13]. Functionality was bundled to form a framework
for PHY layer and channel modeling with a defined interface for higher
layers of the protocol stack. This framework was called General Object
Oriented Simulation Environment (GOOSE), with the same abbreviation the
GSM simulator had. The layers above the PHY layer were usually system
dependent. Some of them were fully specified using SDL. For example
TETRIS and DESI data link layers (DLL) were implemented in SDL and
translated using SDL2CNCL. Traffic sources and sinks were used above DLL
to model user traffic in the systems. Those were again generic and could be
reused by different simulators.
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SDL Performance Evaluation Tool Class Library
(SPEETCL)

The idea of coupling higher-level building blocks like protocol layers or
even complete simulators was further developed leading to the development
of the SDL Performance Evaluation Tool (SPEET) [14; 15]. SPEET provided
the required concept to couple simulators defining interfaces to pass events
and providing common simulation time. CNCL was further developed
adding for example exception handling and became SPEET Class Library
(SPEETCL). SDL2CNCL was extended to support more advanced SDL
schemes. It became SDL2SPEETCL. Channel and PHY layer modeling
framework GOOSE was adjusted to SPEETCL and renamed to S-GOOSE.
Soon followed GPRSim and TETRIS. With new protocols being investigated
at ComNets new simulators were created based on SPEETCL. Those include
Multihop Ad Hoc Network Simulator for HyperLAN/2 (H/2) and 802.11a
(MACNET/2) [16] and the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
(UMTS) Radio Interface Simulator (URIS) [17].
As the C++ programming language and SDL tools evolved, some function-
alities of CNCL and SPEETCL frameworks became obsolete. The Standard
Template Library (STL) became part of standard C++ providing a powerful
set of container classes. Weak-Typing and RTTI became part of standard C++
[2]. Also the SDL Design Tool (SDT) by Telelogic [18] further evolved and
gained the ability to generate executable C++ code from SDL specifications.
This was used to develop the Wireless Access Radio Protocol (WARP/2) IEEE
802.11a and HyperLAN/2 simulator [19; 20]. WARP/2 was fully implemented
in SDL including traffic generators, channel and mobility models. Later a
SPEETCL version of WARP/2 was built called S-WARP. This was done for
research on Media Independent Handover (MIH) with multi-mode enabled
devices [21]. Using the SPEETCL framework a simulator environment
supporting mobile nodes with IEEE 802.11a (S-WARP) and GPRS/UMTS
(S-GPRSim) network access was created [22]. This was one further step to
create a simulator, putting all available protocol implementations together as
modules with defined interfaces between them and a common environment to
configure and deploy simulation scenarios. This simulator was called Wireless
Network Simulator (WNS). The S-GOOSE PHY layer and channel modeling
framework was further developed and renamed to Radio Interference Simula-
tion Engine (RISE).
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Wireless Network Simulator (WNS)
At the beginning of WNS development SPEETCL formed an essential part

of the WNS code. This included the RNG, the event scheduler and the possi-
bility to use protocol layers implemented in SDL. This way the interfaces and
configuration of S-WARP and URIS could be adjusted to become part of WNS.
In a later development step it was decided to remove all SDL from WNS. S-
WARP was replaced by a C++ WLAN simulator called WiFiMAC. URIS was
totally removed. This step was taken since SDL in its graphical represen-
tation proved to be inapplicable for distributed software development. This
was contrary to the WNS philosophy of providing a platform for distributed
software development including tools for version control and testing. Also
present in WNS is a WiMAX simulator called WiMAC [23] and a Wireless
World Initiative New Radio (WINNER) simulator called WinProSt [24]. Both
of them and WiFiMAC use the Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Ac-
cess (OFDMA) PHY layer based on the RISE framework. Currently WNS is
made available to the public under the Lesser General Public License (LGPL)
in the hope that it will prove useful to the scientific community. The goal is
to provide a simulator core together with high-level frameworks and protocol
implementations using those frameworks. The core and the frameworks are
presented in the next sections.

3. WNS Core
The WNS core provides the essentials to execute simulations. Those in-

clude an event scheduler, a random number generator, statistical evaluation,
and configuration.

Event Scheduler
The WNS scheduler uses functionality provided by the Boost Function and

Boost Bind C++ libraries [25]. The Boost Function library provides the re-
quired template class to create a function object from any given C++ method.
The template arguments specify method parameter count and type and the re-
turn type. The scheduler can schedule a Boost Function object for execution
at a given simulation time. This way any method with an arbitrary number
and type of parameters can be scheduled for execution. Using the Boost Bind
library, methods can be bound to objects of a given class and executed consid-
ering and modifying the state of the object. Boost Function and Boost Bind
are both candidates to be included in the next ISO C++ standard [26].
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Random Number Generator
WNS uses the Boost Random library to generate random numbers following

different distributions. The basic generator generating uniformly distributed
random numbers is a Mersenne Twister MT19937 [27]. The key properties
of the basic generator are negligible correlation between sequentially drawn
numbers, a period length of 219937− 1 magnitude, and a very fast implemen-
tation. The basic generator can be used to create RNGs providing different
distributions. Boost Random library includes RNGs for Bernoulli, Cauchy,
Exponential, Normal, Log-Normal and Uniform on n-dimensional sphere dis-
tributions. As a candidate for standard C++, Boost Random will likely replace
the C rand() method in future C++ compiler libraries.

Statistical Evaluation
Statistical evaluation methods already known from CNCL and SPEETCL

[5; 14] are also present in WNS. Measurements, represented by double pre-
cision floating point values, are passed to the statistical evaluation system to-
gether with the current simulation time and a so called Context. The Context
is formed of key-value pairs with the keys being text strings and the values
being text strings or integer numbers. Possible keys could be for example the
Medium Access Control (MAC) address of the receiving node, the current X
or Y position, or the type of the node. Context cannot only be provided by the
probing node but can also come from a received Protocol Data Unit (PDU).
Such context information could be the MAC address of the PDU sender, the
number of hops the PDU traveled, or even the modulation and coding scheme
(MCS) used to transmit the PDU. Context information can be used to build
filters and sort measurements to be processed by the desired statistical evalu-
ation object. This way a separate evaluation for example per source address,
per destination address or per MCS can be achieved.

Configuration
WNS simulations are constructed and configured using the Python pro-

gramming language [28]. Python is an object-oriented programming language.
The object oriented techniques inheritance and composition, help to set up sim-
ulation scenarios by reflecting properties of the real world. Inheritance can be
found when network nodes using the same communication protocol act with
different roles. For example in 802.11 nodes can be stations or access points.
Stations and access points all come with the same parameter set to for example
configure the MAC protocol. Additionally stations can have special parame-
ters to configure the scanning process while access points can have additional
parameters to choose the frequency channel they operate on. There are many
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examples were composition is used to set up simulation scenarios. Scenar-
ios are composed of nodes while nodes can be composed of multiple different
protocol layers. Each protocol layer within a node can again be composed of
different building blocks.
Using a programming language for simulator configuration also supports tasks
like network address assignment by providing arithmetic operations and con-
trol structures.

4. PHY Layer and Channel Modeling Framework
WNS includes a PHY layer and channel model framework called Radio

Interference Simulator Engine (RISE). The framework offers several channel,
scenario and mobility models, and common building blocks for PHY layers.
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Figure 2. RISE framework classes.
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Framework Classes
Figure 2 gives an extract of some of the main classes of the RISE frame-

work. Mobile radio stations belonging to one radio access technology together
form a system. Each system is managed by a SystemManager. Since it is
possible to have different radio access technologies in one simulation scenario
all SystemManagers register at the MetaSystemManager. The SystemManager
offers the possibility for stations to communicate using the simulation envi-
ronment rather than the wireless channel. Each station is composed of a re-
ceiver and transmitter which can have a static or beamforming antenna. Each
receiver-transmitter type pair has an own channel model. propagationIDs are
used to look up the corresponding propagation model in the PropagationMa-
trix.
The wireless medium is represented by multiple PhysicalResources. Each re-
source is defined by its center frequency and bandwidth. Receivers and trans-
mitters are attached to physical resources using the tune method. Transmitters
can execute a transmission using the startTransmission and stopTrasmission
methods. These methods create a TrasmissionObject held by the PhysicalRe-
source. Multiple transmissions on one PhysicalResource are possible. The
receiver is notified about each starting and stopping transmission using the no-
tify method. It can access all TransmissionObjects to decide which of them
supplies an intended signal S or interference I. There are specialized Trans-
missionObjects for unicast and multicast transmissions. They can be used to
optimize runtime performance. Receivers receiving a TransmissionObject not
addressed for them will ignore it as long as it is not required to calculate the
interference for an already ongoing reception.

Radio Propagation Models
The channel model is used to calculate total received signal strength for

every transmission using formula (1).

PR = PT −LPL−LSh−LFF +GT +GR (1)

PR is the received power, PT the total emitted power by the transmitter, LSh,
LFF , LPL the losses due to shadowing, fast fading and path-loss, and GT , GR
the antenna gains at the transmitter and receiver.

Several models to calculate the path loss between transmitter and receiver
are available. Those are:

• Constant (distance independent)

• Free space

• Single slope
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• Multi slope

Distance ranges can be defined and a model applied for each range. The
single slope model is described by the equation LPL = ( λ

4πd )γ . d is the distance
between transmitter and receiver, λ the electromagnetic wavelength and γ the
propagation coefficient. In a logarithmic notation γ becomes the slope. Free
space propagation is a special case of the single slope model with γ = 2.

The multi slope model is created by defining multiple distance ranges
using single slope propagations with different propagation factors. Constant,
distance independent path loss is usually applied for very short or very long
distances.

Different shadowing models to describe the scenario are available. These
models describe the influence of solid obstacles on radio wave propagation.
Three different models are available:

• Map based

• Scenery object based

• Spatially correlated

The map based model assumes fixed base stations communicating with
mobile stations. Each base station has a map attached describing the strength
of its emitted signal at several sampling points on the scenario. The signal
strength at a current mobile station position is then interpolated.
In the scenery object based model the scenario is represented by the com-
position of geometric objects together with their position on the scenario
and the attenuation they cause when penetrated. For every transmission the
connecting line between sender and receiver is calculated. In the next step
total attenuation is computed by summing up the attenuations of all penetrated
objects. This is typically used to create indoor scenarios with walls or outdoor
scenarios with whole buildings. In contrast to the map based model this model
does not require fixed base stations to be one communication end point. It can
therefore be used for mobile-to-mobile station communication.
Spatially correlated shadowing uses a statistic approach to model the scenario.
A description of the model can be found in [29]. It is based on a sequence of
correlated, log-normally distributed random values.

Additionally to shadowing and path-loss, a fast fading model can be en-
abled. Currently Rice Fading [30] is available.
Two antenna types are supported. The static antenna is described by its gain
in all directions. The beamforming antenna allows to dynamically adjust its
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directivity. The algorithm used to calculate the gain is the optimal beamformer
algorithm described in [31].
The radio propagation model can be independently chosen for each transceiver
type pair. This can be used to for example have different models for different
moving speeds or to define line of sight (LOS) and non line of sight (NLOS)
connections.

Mobility
The RISE framework supports three mobility models on a two dimensional

plane. Random direction, event list based, and road map based. The random
direction model assumes a uniformly distributed moving direction in the range
[0;2π]. The distribution of the velocity can be configured. A standard uni-
formly distributed random number is drawn periodically to decide if a new
velocity vector should be calculated by drawing a new random direction and
velocity.
Event list based mobility takes a list of simulation time and position pairs. The
position of the station is updated whenever the given simulation time of an
event is reached.
The road map model allows to define the streets and crossings that mobile sta-
tions can move on. Each station has a constant velocity assigned at creation
time drawn from an RNG of configurable distribution function. Stations move
along a street until they reach a crossing. The next street is then chosen ran-
domly [3]. Each street connected to a crossing has a weighting factor defining
its probability to be chosen.

5. Layer Development Kit (LDK)
Network protocols of different layers and technology standards often have

functionalities in common. Reasons for that are similar problems and chal-
lenges they have to overcome and the fact that often one protocol evolved
from another.

Figure 3. Generic protocol stack as a common basis for wired/wireless networks considering
HDLC-based signaling protocols as an example [32].
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Figure 3 gives an example of such a protocol evolution from wired High-
Level Data Link Control (HDLC) to wireless DECT and GSM protocols.
Each protocol consists of similar functionality like Automatic Repeat Request
(ARQ), flow management and medium access control. Still, each protocol im-
plements it in a flavour optimized for its working environment. This encour-
ages the idea to build multi-mode enabled devices able to adapt their behavior
depending on the environment they operate in [32]. This is achieved by divid-
ing protocols into generic and specific parts.
From the software engineering point of view specialized behavior can be
reached by parameterization of generic modules, by inheritance or by com-
bination of both. In the context of network protocol design this simplifies the
task of building multi-mode devices following the principles of Software De-
fined Radio (SDR). In network simulator development this provides a powerful
toolset for rapid protocol model development.
This toolset comes with the Layer Development Kit of WNS providing a set of
building blocks called Functional Units (FUs) [33]. Those FUs can be either
parameterized at configuration time or alternatively be used as base classes
providing the required interface and base functionality for specialized FUs im-
plementing intended behavior. FUs can be interconnected to form Functional
Unit Networks (FUNs) to jointly fulfill the task of a protocol layer.

Functional Unit

Data Handling Flow Control

CustomManagement

Figure 4. FU Interfaces.

As shown in Figure 4 each FU provides up to four interfaces. Those are
Management, Data Handling, Flow Control, and optionally a Custom Inter-
face. Figure 5 shows the methods provided by each interface. The Manage-
ment Interface provides the connect and the onFUNcreated methods. The con-
nect method is used to form a FUN out of multiple FUs. The onFUNcreated
method is called for each FU when the whole FUN has been constructed. FUs
can then resolve inter-FU dependencies as described later. The methods of the
Data Handling interface sendData and receiveData are used to pass data units
between FUs. Protocol data units (PDUs) are called Compounds in the LDK.
They comprise the user data part or service data unit (SDU) and the protocol
control information (PCI) called the Command Pool. A more detailed descrip-
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wakeuponData

Figure 5. Methods provided by FU interfaces.

tion on Compounds and Command Pools can be found in [33; 24]. The Flow
Control interface provides the methods wakeup and isAccepting. They deter-
mine when to pass a Compound between FUs. To demonstrate the application
of FUNs an example is given in the next section.

FUN Example: Parameterizable Radio MAC (PaRaMAC)
In order to evaluate Media Independent Handover (MIH) as defined by

IEEE 802.21 standard, a simulator module was implemented using many
FUs provided by the LDK. While for the task of handover management
and execution specialized classes were developed, user data is handled by
general purpose FUs. Figure 6 shows the composition of the PaRaMAC FUN.
Without going into detail some applications of FUs will be explained on the
basis of this example FUN.

Following FUs are present in the PaRaMAC:

Upper Convergence:. This FU provides a defined interface to pass Com-
pounds between PaRaMAC and the next higher layer. Next higher layer can be
IP for user data or MIH Function (MIHF) layer sending and receiving handover
management data. Upper Convergence FU distinguishes between Compounds
from IP and those from MIHF and marks Compounds from MIHF to have
higher priority. Upper Convergence FU also writes the source and destination
MAC address into the Compound.

Upper, Lower Gate, and Flow Separator:. The FUs between the Upper
and Lower Gate can be present multiple times. A Flow Separator FU creates
the FUs for each flow. Here a flow is a logical connection between a base
station (BS) and a mobile node (MN) associated with it. If no association
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exists, the Gates drop any compounds for flows not present.

Upper Conv. Upper Gate Prio. Buffer SAR ARQ

isAccepting

(Compound (C) ) isAccepting(C)

truetrue

sendData(C) sendData(C) isAccepting(C)

true
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false

onData(ACKComp)wakeup()

isAccepting(C)

true

sendData(C)

Figure 7. Signaling of the Flow Control and Data Handler Interface.

While Upper Convergence, Gate and Flow Separator FUs only process
Compounds by manipulating or dropping them the FUs below them are able
to store Compounds. To determine where a Compound is stored the Flow
Control interface is used. Figure 7 shows the signaling protocol. Upper
Convergence and Upper Gate FUs do not have memory and therefore can
not store Compounds. They just pass an isAccepting call to lower FUs. The
isAccepting call takes the Compound as an argument. This way FUs can
base their decision if they accept a Compound on the Compound itself. For
example a buffer can take into account the size in bit of the Compound to
determine whether it has capacity left to store it. In this example the buffer
has capacity, so it accepts the Compound. It is then passed down to the
buffer. The buffer then tries to pass the Compound further down the FUN.
The Segmentation and Reassembly (SAR) FU also has capacity. The ARQ,
implemented as a Selective Repeat ARQ, does not have any capacity left
in its sending window and therefore refuses to accept the Compound. The
Compound is then stored in the SAR FU. If at a later point in time the ARQ
FU receives an acknowledgement it can extend its sending window and
transmit further Compounds. It therefore signals the SAR FU with a wakeup
call. SAR FU again has to call the isAccepting method before passing the
Compound. This is required since for example ARQ could have only limited
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space in its sending window and has to check if the Compound would fit.

Priority Buffer:. The Priority Buffer stores Compounds until lower FUs
are ready to handle them. It has two queues, one for low and one for priority
traffic. It reads the Command information provided by the Upper Conver-
gence FU to decide where to queue a Compound. It therefore checks inside its
onFUNcreated method if another FU that can provide priority information is
present in the FUN. If not it acts like a normal buffer. The Priority Buffer is im-
plemented as a dropping buffer. It therefore always accepts Compounds from
FUs above but drops them if the queue has no capacity left. LDK also provides
buffers without priority and blocking buffers not accepting Compounds when
full.

Segmentation and Reassembly (SAR):. The SAR FU divides Compounds
into chunks of configured maximum size in bit. On the sending end it stores
the Compound currently being processed until the last chunk is transmitted.
On the receiving end it waits until all chunks are received before passing the
reassembled Compound to the next higher FU.

Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ):. In PaRaMAC a Selective Repeat
ARQ with configured window size is present. LDK also provides other ARQ
FUs like Stop-and-Wait, Go-Back-N and Cumulative ARQ.

Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC):. CRC FU provides an error detec-
tion model at the receiving FUN. It therefore depends on another FU to pro-
vide the packet error rate (PER) of a received Compound. In PaRaMAC PER
is provided by Lower Convergence FU which calculates it from the bit er-
ror rate (BER) provided by the PHY layer. The CRC FU draws a standard
uniformly distributed random number and compares it with provided PER to
decide whether to drop or pass a Compound.

Compound Collectors and Frame Builder:. The LDK offers a Frame
Configuration Framework (FCF) designed to simplify implementation of
MAC protocols. The focus is on periodic, centrally controlled MAC protocols.
The FCF provides the interfaces to build FUs implementing a desired MAC
protocol. In PaRaMAC those FUs were implemented to provide a basic
model for handover evaluation. Only user data traffic and beacons required to
determine signal strength are explicitly modeled. Other tasks like connection
establishment and release and scheduling are done using the simulator
environment. Using the Flow Control interface Compound Collectors open
and close data flows depending on the station currently allowed to transmit.
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They implement custom interfaces used by the Reservation Manager to start
and stop flows.

PaRaMAC has been successfully parameterized and verified against ana-
lytical and other simulator results to evaluate WiMAX, WINNER and GPRS
handover in heterogeneous and homogenous environments. It demonstrates
the strength of the LDK as a toolset of building blocks providing commonly
required generalized functionality which can be specialized to model a given
protocol.

6. Conclusion and Outlook
WNS is a network simulator specially developed for mobile radio net-

works. It has therefore a powerful PHY layer, mobility and channel modeling
framework. Another goal of WNS is to provide researchers with a tool to
speed up the development of network simulators. The included LDK provides
a set of Functional Units providing commonly required functionalities in
network simulator design. At present the simulator core is publicly available
for download under the Lesser General Public License (LGPL) [34].
Further parts are currently prepared for release. In the next step a fully
featured IEEE 802.11 WLAN protocol stack will be published including
traffic sources and sinks, and TCP/IP. The layers of the protocol stack are
constructed using FUs from the LDK. An OFDM PHY layer based on the
RISE framework is also included.
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